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Abstract—this final project is to examine the low voltage 

operation of the benchmark circuit C6288 in the high leakage 

technology. Sub threshold voltage operation plays a very 

important role in the low power field. In this project, I am going to 

reduce the power and delay product of a C6288 circuit and try to 

find the optimum sub threshold voltage with the maximum power 

and energy savings. The c6288 circuit is a 16 bit multiplier. It 

represents a much larger gate-level circuit that also has a concise 

functional description. The circuit was finished by Leonardo 

Spectrum, Design Architect IC, Hspice and Ezwave.  

 

 

Index Terms—c6288, very low power design, power and delay 

product, sub threshold voltage operation, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ower consumption is now the major technical problem     

facing the industry.  We know that Total Power dissipated in 

a transistor consists of Static Power and Dynamic Power. In 

logic design, dynamic power increases whenever logic toggles 

from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1. To avoid this, large clusters of logic 

are often gated if the particular function is not used. And 

dynamic power dissipation has many cases, such as charging 

and discharging capacitors, overturn of inverter and latch. 

Meanwhile, Static power is mostly a function of both areas (how 

many transistors need to maintain their state) as well as circuit 

design. And Static power is power dissipation for DC supply 

only. When scaling down of transistors, it will cause the 

reduction in dynamic power due to faster switching of the circuit, 

there is an increase in leakage current flowing through the 

circuit because of scaling down of the threshold voltages, 

therefore, it is getting to be more important to develop the 

technique for more power and energy efficient circuits at high 

leakage technologies. 

    As we all know, the circuits could be operated at the voltage 

which below the threshold voltages of the transistors without 

losing the functionality of the circuit. And scaling down the 
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voltage gradually will reduce short circuit power dissipation and 

it is completely eliminated when Vdd ≤ |Vtp| + Vtn
[1]

. But will 

cause the increase in static power dissipation. When the voltage 

is below the threshold voltage of the transistors, the channel 

current will cut off. However, the circuits still can operate under 

the threshold voltage. Because when the voltage below the  

threshold voltage, leakage current could be negligible. But In 

this region, the transitions operate mainly due to the sub 

threshold current flowing in the transistors. 

 

 

II. CIRCUIT OPERATIONS 

A. Normal Operation 

Complementary MOSFET (CMOS) technology is widely 

used today to form circuits in numerous and varied applications. 

Today’s computers CPUs and cell phones make use of CMOS 

due to several key advantages. CMOS offers low power 

dissipation, relatively high speed, high noise margins in both 

states, and will operate over a wide range of source and input 

voltages (provided the source voltage is fixed). Next I will 

attempt to explain just how this logic gate works now that you 

have some idea of how important CMOS is in your day-to-day 

life. 

As you can see from Figure 1, a CMOS circuit is composed of 

two MOSFETs. The top FET (MP) is a PMOS type device 

while the bottom FET (MN) is an NMOS type. The body effect 

is not present in either device since the body of each device is 

directly connected to the device’s source. Both gates are 

connected to the input line. The output line connects to the 

drains of both FETs.  

 
Fig. 1 CMOS Inverter 
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Take a look at the VTC in Figure 2. The curve represents the 

output voltage taken from node 3. You can easily see that the 

CMOS circuit functions as an inverter by noting that when VIN 

is five volts, VOUT is zero, and vice versa. Thus when you input 

a high you get a low and when you input a low you get a high as 

is expected for any inverter.  

 

 
Fig. 2 CMOS Inverter Voltage Transfer Characteristic 

 

B. Sub threshold operation 

In the digital circuits, sub threshold conduction is generally 

viewed as a parasitic leakage in a state that would ideally have 

no current. In micro power analog circuits, on the other hand, 

weak inversion is an efficient operating region, and sub 

threshold is a useful transistor mode around which circuit 

functions are designed.  

In the past, the sub threshold conduction of transistors has 

usually been very small in the off state, as gate voltage could be 

significantly below threshold; but as voltages have been scaled 

down with transistor size, sub threshold conduction has become 

a bigger factor. Indeed, leakage from all sources has increased: 

for a technology generation with threshold voltage of 0.2 V, 

leakage can exceed 50% of total power consumption. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Components of sub threshold leakage 

 

The reason for the growing importance of sub threshold 

conduction is that the supply voltage has continually scaled 

down, both to reduce the dynamic power consumption of 

integrated circuits (the power that is consumed when the 

transistor is switching from an on-state to an off-state, which 

depends on the square of the supply voltage), and to keep 

electric fields inside small devices low, to maintain device 

reliability. The amount of sub threshold conduction is set by 

the threshold voltage, which sits between ground and the supply 

voltage, and so has to be reduced along with the supply voltage. 

That reduction means less gate voltage swing below threshold to 

turn the device off, and as sub threshold conduction varies 

exponentially with gate voltage it becomes more and more 

significant as MOSFETs shrink in size. 

Sub threshold conduction is only one component of leakage: 

other leakage components that can be roughly equal in size 

depending on the device design are gate-oxide leakage and 

junction leakage. Understanding sources of leakage and 

solutions to tackle the impact of leakage will be a requirement 

for most circuit and system designers 
[2]

. 

In the sub threshold region, all components of leakage current 

except sub threshold current are negligible. In this region, the 

transitions occur mainly due to the sub threshold current 

flowing in the transistors, whose equation is given by, 

Isub= μ0 Cox(W/L)Vt
2
 exp {(VGS –VTH + ηVDS)/nVt}  

 

Where  

VDS = drain to source voltage 

η: a proportionality factor 

n = sub threshold slope factor (1 + Cd/Cox)
[3]

 

 

 

III. BENCHMARK CIRCUIT C6288 

In computing, a benchmark is the act of running a computer 

program, a set of programs, or other operations, in order to 

assess the relative performance of an object, normally by 

running a number of standard tests and trials against it. The term 

'benchmark' is also mostly utilized for the purposes of 

elaborately-designed benchmarking programs themselves. 

In addition, Benchmarking is usually associated with 

assessing performance characteristics of computer hardware, 

for example, the floating point operation performance of a CPU, 

but there are circumstances when the technique is also 

applicable to software. Software benchmarks are, for example, 

run against compilers or database management systems. 

Benchmarks provide the method of comparing the 

performance of various subsystems across different chip/system 

architectures. Test suites are a type of system intended to assess 

the correctness of software. 

Benchmark circuit c6288 is a 16x16 multiplier. The circuit 

multiplies 2 16 bit bus bit patterns. This results in a 32 bit output. 

The circuit contains 240 adders, of which 16 are half adders 

(shaded Boxes), which are inputs 0-15. These are used to 

provide the correct logic transitions throughout the circuit to 

produce an optimal 32-bit output.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analog_circuit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Threshold_voltage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Threshold_Voltage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_program
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_program
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_processing_unit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compiler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_management_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test_suite
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Fig. 4 Benchmark circuit C6288 

 

 
Fig. 5 C6288 alternate depiction 

 
Fig. 6 C6288 full adder module 

 

IV. TOOLS USED 

Sub threshold voltage operation was performed on a 

benchmark circuit c6288. This circuit design was written in 

verilog, and using Modelsim to check whether the codes are 

right, and the verilog file was synthesized in 0.18μm using 

Leonardo Spectrum. The synthesized file was then imported 

into Design Architect which gave the schematic of 16 bit 

multiplier. Then the power and delay analysis was done by using 

Hspice, finally, waveform could be observed by Ezwave. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7 Schematic by Design Architect IC 

 

 
Fig. 8 hspice command 

 

 
Fig. 9 vector file 

 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULT 

The c6288 benchmark circuit multiplies two 16 bit inputs and 

B and gives a 32 bit result. 

Before tabulating the power and delay of the circuit which 

was got from Hspice, the output of each vector was verified to 

check whether the circuit functions as intended or not 
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Voltage Power (μW) Delay (ns) Power x Delay 

1.2 506.57 0.49 248.22 

1.1 69.09 0.50 34.55 

1.0 15.54 0.56 8.70 

0.9 9.71 0.75 7.29 

0.8 7.43 0.91 6.76 

0.7 5.69 1.17 6.66 

0.67 5.13 1.23 6.31 

0.66 4.91 1.55 7.61 

0.65 4.61 1.94 8.94 

0.64 4.43 2.35 10.41 

0.6 3.47 6.13 21.27 

0.5 1.66 40.12 66.60 

Table1 the power and delay of circuit c6288 

 

 
Fig. 10 Delay plot by EZwave  

 

 
Fig. 11 Circuit 6288 result plot by EZwave  

 

We can know that the benchmark circuit runs successfully at 

voltages below the threshold voltage of the circuit and we can 

achieve energy savings which are better than the savings got 

from the normal mode of operation. From the data in the table, 

the maximum energy savings we are able to achieve is almost 

97%. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This final project is to examine the low voltage operation of 

the benchmark circuit C6288 in the high leakage technology.  

We know that the circuit c6288can still work successfully as its 

intended design when operated below the threshold voltage. We 

also know that the sub threshold operation provide us better 

power and energy savings compared to a normal mode of 

operation. So sub threshold technology will be useful in 

different filed. And one of the biggest advantages this technique 

has over other low power designs is that there is no area 

overhead. Some designs incorporate the addition of extra 

circuitry to achieve power savings which increases the area 

overhead. Another advantage we have seen is the huge power 

and energy savings. We have achieved power and energy 

savings of over 97% when comparing the optimum operating 

points of both modes. However, the results have to be checked 

again to find the static and dynamic power dissipated in the 

circuits. From the graphs, we inferred that the optimum voltage 

point for energy savings is 0.67V. But, since we are getting 

close energy savings below the threshold voltage point, we need 

the operations of different circuits. Another reason that we 

might not be getting better savings in the sub threshold region is 

because the circuit has been modeled in the 0.18μm technology 

where the leakage current is very small. Therefore, a possible 

future research involves modeling circuits in high leakage 

technologies like 65nm and below and verifying the functioning 

of the circuits at sub threshold voltages and checking the energy 

savings got at those levels 
[3]

. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

 

This circuit c6288 is a combinational circuit. Future work 

could be done towards verifying and checking the operations of 

sequential circuits in sub threshold operation mode, in order to 

check whether sub threshold voltage operation provides us 

better savings or not. 

Moreover, I also need to use other technology to verify the 

operation of circuit in sub threshold mode. 
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